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Abstract13

Optical microscopy methods such as calcium and voltage imaging already enable fast activity readout14

(30-1000Hz) of large neuronal populations using light. However, the lack of corresponding advances in online15

algorithms has slowed progress in retrieving information about neural activity during or shortly after an16

experiment. This technological gap not only prevents the execution of novel real-time closed-loop experiments,17

but also hampers fast experiment-analysis-theory turnover for high-throughput imaging modalities. The18

fundamental challenge is to reliably extract neural activity from fluorescence imaging frames at speeds19

compatible with new indicator dynamics and imaging modalities. To meet these challenges and requirements,20

we propose a framework for Fluorescence Imaging OnLine Analysis (FIOLA). FIOLA exploits computational21

graphs and accelerated hardware to preprocess fluorescence imaging movies and extract fluorescence traces at22

speeds in excess of 300Hz on calcium imaging datasets and at speeds over 400Hz on voltage imaging datasets.23

Additionally, we present the first real-time spike extraction algorithm for voltage imaging data. We evaluate24

FIOLA on both simulated data and real data, demonstrating reliable and scalable performance. Our methods25

provide the computational substrate required to precisely interface large neuronal populations and machines26

in real-time, enabling new applications in neuroprosthetics, brain-machine interfaces, and experimental27

neuroscience. Moreover, this new set of tools is poised to dramatically shorten the experiment-data-theory28

cycle by providing immediate feedback on the activity of large neuronal populations at experimental time.29

Main30

Uncovering the information processing functions implemented by brain circuits and how they relate to31

behavior or sensation is a central tenet of neuroscience and neural engineering research. To facilitate this task,32

fluorescence imaging techniques such as voltage and calcium imaging [1, 2], have granted unprecedented access33

to the activity of neurons with high spatial (single cell) and temporal (30-1000Hz) resolution [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].34

In addition, recent technological developments have enabled experiments combining fluorescence imaging and35

optical manipulation of brain activity to study sensory processing or causal generation of behavior [10, 11,36

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Crucially, in some of these experiments [18, 19, 9] the optogenetic modulation pattern37

was selected based on the recorded neural activity or the brain state. The full success of these closed-loop38

techniques is contingent on efficient online analysis pipelines that process streaming fluorescence imaging39

data frame-by-frame, and that enable estimating neural activity in real-time.40

The inference of neural population activity from raw imaging data generally involves a set of computa-41

tionally intensive preprocessing steps [20, 21] (Fig. 1 a and b): i) correct for motion artifacts; ii) identify the42

approximate spatial location of neurons; iii) optimize spatial footprints to extract and separate fluorescence43

signals from potentially overlapping cells; iv) estimate the neural activity from fluorescence traces based on44

the biophysical properties of the expressed calcium/voltage indicator; and v) extract subthreshold activity45

for voltage signals. In the past years, a variety of algorithms [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] and pipelines [27, 28, 29]46

have proposed online versions of such preprocessing steps, offering a variety of trade-offs between accuracy in47
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signal extraction and computational performance, but never achieving both (see Discussion for more details).48

Indeed, real-time or high data-throughput scenarios still present unsolved challenges. First, the speed of49

validated and accurate algorithms is insufficient [27] for online experimental pipelines where multiple sources50

of delay accumulate (i.e. acquisition, data transfer, population analysis, and photo-stimulation). Second,51

there is no existing online spike extraction algorithm for voltage imaging. Third, new large-scale imaging52

techniques [5, 30, 4] produce high-throughput data that require long analysis times, resulting in significant53

lags between experiment and neural data interpretation [31].54

To fill these gaps we propose FIOLA (Fluorescence Imaging OnLine Analysis), a computational pipeline55

to preprocess calcium and voltage imaging movies online via optimized computational graphs on accelerated56

hardware. The pipeline provides a combined online rigid motion correction and source separation algorithm57

for both calcium and voltage imaging movies, and an online algorithm which extracts spike and subthreshold58

signals from voltage imaging traces. Our work is novel both because of the algorithm formalization, resulting59

in unprecedented processing speeds, and because no online algorithm to extract spikes and sub-threshold60

signals for voltage imaging exists. Our motion correction routine combines features from previous successful61

approaches [32, 33, 22] but can fully run on GPU, without data transfer overheads. Our implementation of62

source separation is unique in the use of a GPU-amenable projected gradient descent algorithm that does63

not require training. The online algorithm for spike and subthreshold extraction from voltage imaging data64

adapts the template matching approach we previously described in [21] to an online setting.65

We evaluate our new algorithms on both real and simulated data and show that they perform comparably66

to state-of-the-art offline approaches — while achieving a ten- to twenty-fold speed improvement. Our67

work provides the first framework to establish ultra-fast communication between large imaged neuronal68

populations and machines. These advances will enable a new generation of neuroscience experiments, real-time69

neuroprosthetics studies, and will critically reduce the experiment-analysis lag — or even enable fast feedback70

on ongoing experiments — thereby accelerating progress in neuroscience.71

Results72

An accelerated pipeline for online activity extraction73

The FIOLA pipeline (see Algorithm 1) enables ultra-fast online processing and analysis for fluorescence74

imaging data by taking advantage of optimized computational graphs on accelerated hardware. Fig. 1 c and75

d display the analysis workflow: after an initialization step, FIOLA loads and processes movies online on76

GPU by first motion correcting each frame and then extracting the fluorescence activity for detected neurons77

in the FOV. Next, FIOLA transfers the extracted fluorescence traces back to the CPU and either deconvolves78

the traces for calcium imaging, or infers spikes and subthreshold signals for voltage imaging. In the next few79

paragraphs, we will explain each step of the FIOLA pipeline. A more detailed explanation can be found in80

the Methods section.81

Initialization. FIOLA performs the initialization step on a batch of frames that are processed offline. The82

goal of initialization is to estimate the spatial footprints of active neurons in the FOV while also computing83

relevant parameters/statistics which are used during online processing. The initialization in FIOLA follows84

the steps mentioned in Fig. 1 a and b.85

Motion correction. State-of-the-art motion correction algorithms are able to run at at a maximum speed86

of 100Hz on 512x512 pixel movies [27]. To significantly increase this speed, we developed an algorithm that87

exploits the massive parallelization of matrix multiplication provided by GPUs, as well as the computational88

graph optimization routines provided by the Tensorflow deep learning framework [34]. Our new implementation89

provides millisecond-speed rigid motion correction on 512x512 pixel datasets, an order of magnitude faster90

than state-of-the-art approaches. Our implementation combines strategies previously proposed in [32] and [33]91

in three steps: for each frame, we first compute a normalized cross-correlation in the Fourier domain relative92

to the template generated during the initialization step. Next, we estimate the fractional shifts between93

the current frame and the template by applying Gaussian interpolation to the normalized cross-correlation.94

Finally, using the computed shifts, we correct the frame by estimating a rigid translation using bilinear95
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Figure 1: Analysis pipeline for fluorescence imaging data. (a) Illustration of preprocessing steps for calcium
and voltage imaging datasets. (i) Correct for motion; (ii) Assess the approximate spatial footprint of neurons;
(iii) Demix and denoise the activity and spatial footprint of each source (neuron); (iv) Extract spikes;
(v) Voltage imaging further allows to extract subthreshold activity. (b) Illustration of calcium (top) and
voltage (bottom) imaging preprocessing steps. Left. Correlation images overlaid to neuron contours. Middle.
Denoising of spatial and temporal components. Right. Spike and subthreshold signal extraction. (c) Our
proposed online preprocessing pipeline, FIOLA. Initialization is carried on an initial batch and subsequent
operations are performed frame by frame. (d) GPU accelerated pipeline. Data is efficiently transferred to
GPU frame by frame, where it is processed sequentially via Tensorflow-optimized routines. The outputs are
denoised fluorescence traces. (e) Traces are either further deconvolved for calcium imaging, or processed to
extract spikes and subthreshold signals for voltage imaging.
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interpolation. We further speed up FIOLA by using only a fraction of the FOV to estimate shifts and then96

applying them on the full FOV (see Methods and Fig. 2a).97

Source separation. Denoising and separating the sources of fluorescence signals from both neurons that98

partially overlap and the neuropil is a costly computational problem [35]. We adapt the factorization99

framework for source extraction in calcium imaging movies previously presented for batch [35] and online [23]100

analysis. Variants of the batch approach have been previously applied to the analysis of voltage imaging with101

reasonable success [9, 36, 37]. In our setting, a set of neurons to be tracked during the online experiments are102

identified during initialization (Fig. 1b). After a frame has been motion corrected, our algorithm extracts103

the signal for each spatial footprint by solving a non-negative least squares (NNLS [38]) problem using an104

iterative algorithm — Accelerated Projected Gradient Descent (APGD) [39]. Our implementation of APGD105

exploits efficient matrix multiplications on GPU and pre-computed coefficients. Additionally, by keeping the106

frame on the GPU after motion correction, we avoid the data transfer bottleneck between the GPU and CPU107

RAM memories.108

Spike extraction. The denoised traces at the end of the source separation step are processed on CPU to infer109

neural activity. FIOLA performs either online deconvolution using existing calcium-imaging algorithms [24],110

or spike and subthreshold extraction for voltage imaging, a problem that is substantially different both from111

calcium imaging deconvolution [35] and extracellular spike extraction [40]. Voltage imaging traces are a noisy112

version of an intracellular recording and present further challenges: the spike shapes and amplitudes are113

mildly non-stationary because of photo-bleaching, sub-threshold voltage modulations complicate baseline114

estimation, and the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) can quickly degrade up to 30% during a 5-minute experiment115

because of photo-bleaching. Our new online algorithm deploys an adaptive template matching approach116

that relies on signal statistics pre-computed during initialization and incrementally updated. More in depth,117

FIOLA first detrends the traces, then it estimates and removes the subthreshold activity, and subsequently118

cross-correlates the resulting signal with a pre-computed spike template. Finally, spikes are identified by119

thresholding the cross-correlated traces. Signal statistics are updated intermittently to compensate for signal120

shrinkage due to photobleaching.121

In what follows we compare the performance of FIOLA on calcium and voltage imaging datasets.122

The FIOLA pipeline produces results comparable to state-of-the art algorithms123

Motion correction First, we report on the results of online rigid motion correction performed by FIOLA124

on GPU versus the rigid motion correction performed by the state-of-the-art algorithm NoRMCorre [22],125

as implemented in CaImAn[27]. Since the algorithm for applying shifts to each frame is standard (rigid126

translation with bilinear interpolation), we evaluated the overall performance in registration by comparing127

the inferred shifts only. In Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1 we show the results of the comparison between128

FIOLA and NoRMCorre on calcium and voltage imaging datasets (Table 1). We evaluated FIOLA using129

two different sizes of the central crop for shift estimation, namely 50%, and 100% of the original side length130

(25% and 100% of the original area). In all the evaluated calcium and voltage imaging datasets (Fig. 2), we131

have found very little difference in terms of estimated shifts (x and y absolute discrepancies 0.024± 0.034132

and 0.029 ± 0.038 for Full FOV; 0.045 ± 0.048 and 0.044 ± 0.006 for cropped FOV) between NoRMCorre133

and FIOLA. These experiments indicate that FIOLA performs on par with a state-of-the-art rigid motion134

correction algorithm. Notice that the performance could be further increased by selecting a crop of the FOV135

that maximizes template crispness or landmark salience.136

137

Source Separation We evaluated the performance of the GPU-based non-negative least square algorithm in138

demixing neuronal signals from fluorescence imaging movies. First, we tested the GPU NNLS solver in FIOLA139

against the state-of-the-art Lawson—Hanson algorithm [38], as implemented in the Scipy scientific Python140

package [43]. The Lawson—Hanson algorithm, albeit significantly slower on larger matrices, generally leads141

to low reconstruction errors. In Fig. 3a-b we report the comparison between FIOLA and Lawson—Hanson142

in solving equation 3 for both calcium and voltage imaging datasets (Table 2). The only parameter for the143
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Figure 2: Comparison of shifts generated by FIOLA and by the NoRMCorre algorithm as implemented in
CaImAn. (a) Shifts necessary to register the frame by a rigid translation across x and y predicted by CaImAn
(blue line, ground truth) and FIOLA using 100% (green) and 50% (orange) of the frame. (b) Violin plot
of discrepancies in estimated x (top) and y (bottom) shifts of FIOLA taking NoRMCorre as ground truth.
FIOLA is run both in full (100% FOV, Blue) or crop mode (50% FOV, Green). Shaded areas indicate calcium
or voltage imaging datasets. Red asterisks indicate outliers.

GPU NNLS algorithm is the number of iterations, which need to be chosen a-priori in order to optimize144

the computational graph. We therefore tested the performance of our algorithm for 5, 10, and 30 iterations.145

FIOLA with 30 iterations produced traces that had a correlation of 0.95 or higher with ground truth in146

most cases. A notable exception is YST, a dataset [35] containing a large number of neurons (449) over a147

small area (200x256), and expressing the calcium indicator in all cells. The high percentage of overlapping148

neurons requires more iterations for convergence, hence the difference. Analogously, voltage imaging data in149

general leads to much higher correlation (r) because of the sparsity of indicator expression. Lesser iterations150

generally had a low-pass effect, likely because of the warm-restart initialization with the previous time step151

(see Methods for details).152

In a second set of experiments, we compared FIOLA with CaImAn online, a popular algorithm for153

real-time processing of calcium imaging movies [23]. Since CaImAn can incrementally update both the154

number of components and refine their shapes, this second comparison had the goal to quantify the error155
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Figure 3: FIOLA source extraction performance. (a) Comparison of fluorescence traces inferred by FIOLA and
the Lawson—Hanson nonnegative least square algorithm (LH) on calcium and voltage imaging movies using
the same spatial footprints. Examples of modestly (top, r < 0.9), highly (middle, r ∼ 0.99) and very highly
(bottom, r ∼ 0.99999) correlated signals. Lawson-Hanson traces are overlaid with FIOLA GpuNnls run with
5, 10 and 30 iterations. (b) Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between FIOLA and Lawson—Hanson NNLS
outputs for N=1332 cells from 8 datasets as a function of the number of iterations (same line colors as in a).
(c) Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between FIOLA and CaImAn online outputs. The color of each point
represents the signal-to-noise ratio of each trace.
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Table 1: Calcium and voltage datasets used to evaluate motion correction

Name Dimensions Frame Total Init Source
(px × px) Rate Frames Frames

k37 512×512 7Hz 3000 1500 [41]
YST 256×200 10Hz 3000 1500 [35]
k53 512×512 7Hz 3000 1500 [41]
1MP 355×350 7Hz 2000 1000 unpublished
MESO 440×256 7Hz 3000 1500 [42]

L1.01.35 128×512 400Hz 20000 10000 [7]
L1.03.35 128×512 400Hz 20000 10000 [7]
L1.00.00 128×512 400Hz 20000 10000 [7]

introduced by using only the components inferred during the initialization phase. In Fig. 3c we present156

the results of this second comparison. FIOLA was able to produce traces that were highly correlated with157

CaImAn output, not visibly different from the case of the Lawson—Hanson. By measuring the SNR of each158

calcium trace (computed as described in [27]) we also verified that there is a clear relationship between159

SNR and FIOLA performance. We hypothesize that this happens, at least in part, because the solution to160

the underlying optimization problem becomes less stable when the SNR is low. Another factor that could161

contribute to this dependency is that the Person’s correlation coefficient is sensitive to the SNR of the trace,162

with noisier traces displaying lower r.163

Table 2: Calcium and voltage datasets used to evaluate source extraction

Name Dimensions Frame Total Init Total Compared Source
(px × px) Rate Frames Frames Neurons Neurons

YST 200×256 10Hz 3000 1500 449 251 [35, 27]
N.00.00 512×512 7Hz 2936 1468 466 231 [44, 27]
N.01.01 512×512 7Hz 1825 912 348 148 [44, 27]
N.02.02 256×256 7Hz 8000 4000 381 261 [44, 27]

N.03.00.t 233×249 7Hz 2250 1125 190 124 [44, 27]
N.04.00.t 512×512 7Hz 3000 1500 352 181 [44, 27]
L1.01.00 128×512 400Hz 20000 10000 50 50 [7]
L1.02.80 128×512 400Hz 20000 10000 39 39 [7]
L1.04.50 128×512 400Hz 20000 10000 33 33 [7]

164

In summary, for the evaluated datasets FIOLA performed well both compared to the Lawson—Hanson165

algorithm and, in the calcium imaging case, to CaImAn Online.166

Spike extraction We compared the performance of FIOLA with VolPy [21], a state-of-the-art algorithm167

for the analysis of voltage imaging data, on multiple simulated and real datasets. Since the spike extraction168

problem requires a baseline removal step that introduces some latency, we investigated different versions169

of our algorithm that trade-off latency and performance in detecting spikes correctly. As detailed in the170

methods, FIOLA can be optimized for 15ms (FIOLA15), 20ms (FIOLA20), and 27.5ms (FIOLA) lags.171

We simulated voltage imaging movies with various signal-to-noise properties (methods and Fig. 4a-b). We172

measured the performance of VolPy and different versions of FIOLA in detecting spikes from 50 simulated173

non-overlapping neurons (Fig 4c-d). Standard FIOLA (with 27.5 ms lag) achieved similar F1 score and174

Spike-to-Noise-Ratio (SpNR, a measure of the signal to noise ratio of the extracted spikes) as VolPy, with175

an advantage in the high SNR regime (see Supplementary Fig. 2, p<0.001, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank176

test, n=50). FIOLA15 and FIOLA20 performed progressively worse than VolPy, demonstrating a trade-off177
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Figure 4: FIOLA performance on simulated data. (a) Mean image of a simulated movie with non-overlapping
neurons. (b) Three example voltage traces with 0.075, 0.125, 0.175 spike amplitude respectively. Higher spike
amplitude is associated with higher signal to noise ratio. (c) Performance of FIOLA with 27.5ms (FIOLA),
20ms (FIOLA20) and 15ms (FIOLA15) lags against VolPy on simulated data with non-overlapping neurons.
(Left) Average F1 score against ground truth as a function of spike amplitude. (Right) Spike-to-noise ratio as
a function of spike amplitude. (d) FIOLA and VolPy performance on overlapping neurons. We report the
average F1 score as a function of spike amplitude and overlap between two neurons.

between latency and performance. FIOLA15 did not include template matching, and featured substantial178

performance loss (p<0.001, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n=50).179

Next, we assessed the performance of standard FIOLA in extracting spikes from neurons with different180

degrees of overlap (Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. 3). FIOLA fared better than VolPy on datasets181

with larger overlapping areas and mid-to-high signal-to-noise (spike amplitude). On the other hand, VolPy182

performed better on datasets with low spike amplitudes, likely because VolPy enhances the SNR of neurons183

using a whitened matched filter, a crucial operation in low SNR scenarios.184

Next, we compared spike extraction performance of FIOLA and VolPy on isolated neurons with simulta-185

neous electrophysiology ground truth (Table 3). These datasets varied greatly in terms of quality and spike186

detectablility. The performance of standard FIOLA and FIOLA20 was similar to that of VolPy (Fig. 5a),187

with no clear trends when considering all datasets (Fig. 5b). FIOLA15 performed slightly worse, confirming188

what was observed in simulations. However, statistical tests did not show a difference above chance level189

(p>0.05, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test compared against VolPy, n=19). We also compared the F1190

score and SpNR computed on real and simulated datasets (Fig. 5c). The clear relationship between the two191

indicates that SpNR can be used as a predictor of the performance of FIOLA (F1 score > 0.7 for most data192

points with SpNR>4). The only outlier not matching this trend (blue dot in the bottom right) is caused by a193

failure in the adaptive threshold initialization method.194
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Figure 5: FIOLA performance on real data. (a) Performance of FIOLA in extracting spikes from voltage
imaging data with simultaneous electrophysiology ground truth. FIOLA with different lags (27.5ms (FIOLA),
20ms (FIOLA20) and 15ms (FIOLA15)) is compared against VolPy in terms of F1 score. Error bar refers to
standard deviation. The statistical test does not show a difference between VolPy and FIOLA15 (p>0.05,
two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n=19) (b) Scatter plot of VolPy and FIOLA F1 scores for the data in
(a). Each data point represents a neuron. (c) Scatter plot of FIOLA F1 score and neuron SpNR for real
(blue) and simulated (yellow, Fig. 4c) data. (d) Performance of FIOLA on overlapping neurons. (Left) We
artificially generated neurons on separate FOVs (separate, blue), or with 0% (yellow), 10% (red) and 25%
(green) overlap within the same FOV. (Right) Spikes, fluorescence and electrophysiology traces for an example
neuron. Trace and spike colors match the degree of overlap. Larger overlap causes a decrement in detected
spike amplitude. (e) F1 score for three combinations of cell pairs, evaluated with different degrees of overlap.
(f) Examples of trace extraction results for FIOLA and VolPy on voltage imaging population recordings from
three datasets (see Table 4). (Left) A mean image from L1 data with overlaid neurons. (Right) Traces and
inferred spikes for three neurons from the L1 dataset. (g) Spike to noise ratio (SpNR) for each considered
algorithm and dataset type.
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Table 3: Voltage imaging datasets with one isolated neuron and simultaneous electrophysiology

(sources [7, 45])

Name Total frames Init frames Name Total frames Init frames

454597_Cell_0 80000 20000 456462_Cell_3_10A2 100000 20000
456462_Cell_3_10A3 100000 20000 456462_Cell_5_10A5 50000 20000
456462_Cell_5_10A6 50000 20000 456462_Cell_5_10A7 50000 20000
462149_Cell_1_10A1 100000 20000 462149_Cell_1_10A2 100000 20000
456462_Cell_4_10A4 100000 20000 456462_Cell_6_10A10 100000 20000
456462_Cell_5_10A8 50000 20000 456462_Cell_5_10A9 100000 20000
462149_Cell_3_10A3 100000 20000 466769_Cell_2_10A_6 100000 20000
466769_Cell_2_10A_4 100000 20000 466769_Cell_3_10A_8 100000 20000

TEG1 20230 15000 TEG2 30348 15000
L11 24908 15000

Since no ground truth is available for multiple real overlapping neurons, we artificially generated datasets195

by summing two shifted movies, as previously proposed in [37, 36]. We generated neurons overlapping to196

various degrees and evaluated the performance of FIOLA in detecting spikes (Fig. 5d). We detected a modest197

degeneration in the performance as the spatial overlap increased (Fig. 5e). We observed larger drops in198

performance when a cell with high SNR (456462_Cell_3_10A2, SpNR 5.75) overlapped with a cell with199

lower SNR (454597_Cell_0 and 456462_Cell_3_10A3, SpNR 5.21 and 4.35).200

Table 4: Three real datasets with an ensemble of neurons. Sources [7, 9]

Name Dimensions Frame Total Init Total Compared Source
(px × px) Rate Frames Frames Neurons Neurons

L1.04.50 512×128 400 20000 10000 33 11 [7]
TEG.01.02 150×150 300 10000 5000 12 2 [7]
HPC.32.01 256×96 1000 17000 10000 7 1 [9]

Finally, we compared the performance of FIOLA and VolPy on three real voltage imaging datasets (Table201

4 and Fig. 5f-g). Since no ground truth was available for these datasets, we reported the SpNR. VolPy202

achieved higher SpNR on one L1 dataset and FIOLA achieved higher SpNR on the TEG and HPC datasets,203

again highlighting the similar performance of the two algorithms. Comparing these values with Fig. 5c we204

estimate the F1 score should be above 0.8 for the three datasets.205

FIOLA is one order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art algorithms206

Lastly, we quantified the computational gains obtained by FIOLA. Since the algorithm timing only depends207

on number of neurons and frame size, we conducted the experiments on the same movie resized to three208

different dimensions: 256x256 pixels, 512x512 pixels, and 1024x1024 pixels. For each movie size, speed was209

evaluated for 100, 200, and 500 neurons. Frame-by-frame processing rates across movie sizes and neuron210

counts are shown in Supplementary Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 we report the results of the timing performance of211

FIOLA and a comparison with CaImAn [27]. FIOLA can motion correct and extract fluorescence traces212

one order of magnitude faster than CaImAn (∼300Hz vs ∼30 Hz for 512x512 and ∼100Hz vs ∼10Hz for213

1024x1024). For fast feedback during an experiment or big-data processing instead of real-time applications,214

one could process batches of frames all at once. In this case, further speed gains can be achieved thanks215

to the computational graph optimization. For instance, Fig. 6a demonstrate that one can process 512x512216

frames at ∼750Hz and 1024x1024 frames at ∼200Hz, a ∼20-fold speed improvement over CaImAn. The217

spike extraction step has not been included in this computation since operations on time series are minor218
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Figure 6: FIOLA speed performance. Tested on the K53 dataset. (a) Time per frame consumed by CaImAn
(blue) and variants of FIOLA (without spike extraction) as a function of frame size and number of detected
neurons. FIOLA variants include frame-by-frame processing of full FOV (orange), cropped for motion
correction (green, 25% FOV by area) and batch processing on full FOV (red, batch-size 100 frames, no
crop). Dashed lines represent imaging speed for voltage imaging and for calcium imaging of the indicators
GCaMP6f and jGCaMP8f. See Supplementary Fig. 4 for 256x256 FOV results. (b) Box plots showing the
distribution of processing times per frame for the 1/4-cropped field-of-view. We report two frame sizes and
increasing number of processed neurons (100, 200, 500). The green box represents times between the 5th and
95th percentiles; whiskers are defined as the 0.1st and 99.9th percentile. Outliers are represented as black
circles. (c) For the full FIOLA pipeline without spike extraction, the computational time per frame with
full-FOV motion correction and 5, 10, and 30 iterations of the NNLS Algorithm. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of the run time. Tests were run with 500 neurons in the FOV. (d) Computational time for
FIOLA’s motion correction (green) and NNLS (blue) separately compared to computational time for the
FIOLA pipeline (orange).

with respect to operations on frames. For instance, processing 500 neurons without any code optimization219

takes approximately 700µs per frame (See Supplementary Fig. 6), and can be further reduced by deploying220

accelerated frameworks such as Numba or Cython.221

It is worth observing that timing on GPU is very consistent because it is not affected by typical operating222

system interrupts. Indeed, the time required to process a frame is always very consistent, with 90% of the223

timings falling within a tight band around the median (Fig. 6b).224

Fig. 6a, b were run with 30 iterations of NNLS within the source extraction algorithm; Fig. 6c shows225

that although increasing the number of iterations will increase the time it takes to process each frame, the226

decrease in speed is not significant relative to the total run time for motion correction and source extraction.227

For both the 512x512 and 1024x1024 FOV movies, increasing the number of iterations from 5 to 30 increased228

the run time by only 0.5 ms per frame.229

Finally, we show that substantial computational gains stem from the ability to carry out all operations at230

once on the GPU (Fig. 6d), without the need to transfer data back and forth between CPU and GPU.231
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Discussion232

The online fluorescence imaging analysis framework described in this paper joins a growing body of work233

which seeks to improve our understanding of the brain, and more specifically, our understanding of the234

neuron-level processes which dictate thought, sensation and action. Our work will contribute to the rapidly235

expanding field of cellular brain imaging and closed-loop brain interfacing, helping to open the door to deeper236

understandings of neural circuitry.237

Related work238

Online calcium imaging data pipelines populating the literature [28, 23, 46, 27, 29] are either being slow or239

imprecise. The standard acquisition speed of most microscopes (30-40Hz, 512×512 pixels) constitutes a lower240

bound on the acceptable processing speed. However, state-of-the-art online algorithms take about 10ms for241

motion correction (but see [28] for downsampling and [46] for sparse spatial sampling strategies), 17ms for242

source separation of 500 neurons [23], and 0.1-1ms for deconvolution[24]. Such speeds, especially motion243

correction and source separation, are even more problematic for faster calcium [6] (50-100Hz) or voltage [7, 8]244

(400-1000Hz) indicators, as well as for the analysis of large multi-plane datasets. For this reason, in order245

to achieve faster speeds current closed-loop approaches [47, 28, 19] use simple ROI averaging, a process246

that leads to errors in signal extraction due to contamination from nearby sources and motion artifacts, or247

trainable algorithms [29] which perform poorly when compared with offline approaches (Pearson’s r < 0.8).248

As a consequence, simple intensity thresholds for event detection are prone to errant results.249

No online spike detection algorithm for voltage imaging exists: deconvolution [24], which recovers neural250

activity from calcium imaging fluorescence traces, is not compatible with voltage imaging because of the251

different biophysical properties of the indicators. Further, in voltage imaging it is possible to precisely extract252

single spikes. Several approaches [48] to spike sorting exist for extracellular electrophysiology. However, the253

problem of spike extraction for voltage imaging is also inherently different: signal sources can be spatially254

segregated, subthreshold components are present, and signal amplitude decreases more rapidly because of255

photo-bleaching. Whereas some generalized spike- and subthreshold-extraction algorithms exist [21], there is256

no algorithm that currently operates online on voltage imaging traces.257

Multiple works in the past have used neural networks to accelerate the solution of relevant optimization258

problems [49, 50, 51, 52]. Unlike our approach, these algorithms are optimized to minimize the number of259

iterations and accelerate precise convergence, instead of minimizing the computational time to reach an260

approximate solution.261

Future work262

One important limitation of our work is that motion correction and source separation are not adaptive. In their263

current form, the presented algorithms do not support automatic updates of the motion correction template264

nor of the neuronal spatial footprints (including the addition of previously inactive neurons). Not including265

all active neurons may lead to imprecise results of the non-negative least square problem: the residual signals266

generated by newly active neurons might contaminate some traces. We have quantified the error introduced267

by this approximation by comparing the outputs of FIOLA and state-of-the-art adaptive algorithms [23]268

and did not notice large differences between the two (Figs. 2 and 3). Since our experiments were limited to269

a maximum of 19 minutes, it is possible that longer experiments or experiments with very sparsely firing270

neurons might present further challenges. While augmenting the FIOLA motion correction algorithm to be271

adaptive [22] is in principle not difficult, updating the spatial component of neurons quickly [23] will require272

further investigation. We are planning to extend our work in both these directions in the near future.273

Along with these developments, we also aim to focus on the 3D and non-rigid motion correction [22]274

cases. Both are required in order to tackle the ever increasing amount of data generated by volumetric275

imaging techniques [4, 53, 5]. While our algorithm could already be used to process several planes in parallel276

(equivalent to a batch input in Fig. 6), more precise results can be obtained by solving the problem directly in277

three dimensions. We finally observe that motion correction and/or nonnegative least square for volumetric278

data could be extended to other imaging modalities, such as MRI, fMRI, and Ultrasound.279
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Contributions280

We designed and implemented accelerated algorithms for online motion correction and trace extraction281

operating on calcium and voltage imaging data. These algorithms maintain performance on-par with state-of-282

the-art approaches while running one order of magnitude faster (hundreds of Hz versus tens of Hz). Moreover,283

since our implementation relies on a popular deep learning framework [34] and on commodity hardware284

that is doubling processing speeds every 2 years [54], FIOLA will directly benefit from future hardware and285

software optimizations leading to further improvements. We also deployed and tested on both simulated and286

real-data the first adaptive algorithm for online spike extraction from voltage imaging fluorescence traces.287

Our experiments show that FIOLA performs similarly to a recent offline approach [21]. Given that spike288

extraction introduces some latencies, we evaluated different versions of our algorithm, trading off latency and289

performance.290

It is our hope that the proposed framework will help bring neuroscientists one step closer to a real-time291

understanding of how the circuitry of the brain affects the world and is affected by external stimuli, as well292

as provide a tool which will allow for advances in experimentation and analysis of large datasets. As a result,293

our tools may lead to a deeper understanding of the roots of neural diseases and to the development of new294

closed-loop neuroprosthetic strategies.295

Methods296

Here we discuss in detail the analysis pipeline, which is highlighted in Supplementary Algorithm 1 and Fig.297

1c. Asterisks in Algorithms 2 and 3 indicate values that are pre-computed during initialization, and need not298

to be evaluated at each iteration.299

Motion correction300

The three steps involved in template-based motion correction algorithms are: (i) computing the normalized301

cross-correlation between each frame and a template; (ii) interpolating the maximum of this cross-correlation302

at subpixel resolution, representing an estimate of the x and y shifts to compensate for motion; and (iii)303

applying the fractional shifts with bi-linear interpolation. We take an approach that combines strategies304

previously proposed in [32] and [33]. We compute the normalized cross-correlation between a template and305

each frame in the Fourier domain (Supplementary Algorithm 2 lines 1-7) and then, instead of upsampling306

an FFT, we directly fit a Gaussian interpolant [33] around the global maximum to estimate the fractional307

shifts (Supplementary Algorithm 2 line 8). Finally, we estimate the result of a rigid translation with bilinear308

interpolation (Supplementary Algorithm 2 lines 9). All steps can be efficiently implemented on GPU using309

Tensorflow. Since the normalized Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the template can be pre-computed and310

stored, the most time-consuming operations are one FFT and one inverse FFT (iFFT) per cycle. Both311

operations are fast on GPU and enable massive gains in computational performance. Notice also that motion312

correction can be further accelerated by employing a crop of the field of view to estimate the shifts, which313

are then applied to the full frame. We found in our tests that this simple yet effective strategy can bring314

substantial computational advantages with no significant performance degradation (Fig. 2a). Our algorithm315

is particularly efficient if a reference frame (template) is precomputed during an initialization phase.316

One of the major bottlenecks associated with GPU computing is transferring data between CPU and317

GPU RAM [55]. We designed our algorithms so that computations are carried out end-to-end on the GPU,318

without the need to transfer data back and forth between the CPU and the GPU. Below, we describe how319

trace extraction can also be fully implemented on the GPU.320

Source separation321

We represent a movie Y ∈ R
d⇥T (pixels by timepoints) as the sum of a set of sparse low-rank components:322

Y ∼ AC +B, (1)

where A ∈ R
d⇥K denotes a matrix where column i encodes the "spatial footprint" of the source i, and323

C ∈ R
K⇥T the matrix where each row encodes the temporal activity of the corresponding source (Fig. 1b),324
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and K is number of sources detected. B = bf captures the background activity, where b ∈ R
d⇥nb and325

f ∈ R
nb⇥T respectively denote the spatial and temporal components of the low rank background signal, and326

nb is a small integer (normally, one or two) representing the number of background components. This problem327

has been previously solved with a hierarchical alternating approach [35, 27], where [A,b] are estimated from328

data Y while keeping [C; f ] fixed, and [C; f ] are estimated from Y while keeping [A,b] fixed, with various329

domain-specific constraints on A and C. In a data streaming setup [23], this framework can be rewritten for330

the observed fluorescence at each time step t as331

yt = Act + bft + εt = Ãc̃t + εt (2)

where Ã = [A,b] and c̃ = [C; f ] can be alternately estimated. The interesting addition in [23] is that neurons332

which were inactive during the initialization period can be incorporated and updated during the experiment.333

In our fast-paced setup we restrict ourselves to the case where Ã are fixed, known a priori, and identified334

during the initialization step. The optimization problem is formulated as a non-negative least square (NNLS)335

problem as follows:336

argmin
c̃t�0

=
1

2

�

�

�
yt − Ãc̃t

�

�

�

2

2
(3)

From here on, for simplicity we refer to Ã and c̃t as A and c. In [23] a block coordinate descent approach337

with warm restart was proposed to online estimate the demixed fluorescence traces given the spatial footprint.338

Albeit quite fast and optimized for sparse matrix multiplications, this approach is insufficient to extract339

activity at the required speed. Groups of coordinates must be updated sequentially and across multiple340

independent iterations, while sets of pixels must be accessed and processed multiple times, preventing further341

parallelization and optimization. Here, to enable faster speed and massive parallelization we solved the NNLS342

problem using an iterative algorithm named accelerated projected gradient descent (APGD) [39]. The APGD343

algorithm solves the NNLS problem by alternating a gradient descent and extrapolation step (Nesterov’s344

acceleration) as follows:345

c
(k)
t ← [Θ1m

(k�1)
t + θ2]+ (4)

m
(k)
t ←

k − 1

k + 2
(c

(k)
t − c

(k�1)
t ) (5)

where k=1,2...,K is a positive integer number referring to the current iteration number, Θ1 = I − A
T
A

kATAk
2

(I346

is the identity matrix), and θ2 = A
Tyt

kATAk
2

.347

Notice that as in the case of block coordinate descent [27], here we adopt a warm-restart strategy348

and initialize the fluorescence trace with its value at the previous time step. Our APGD implementation349

(Supplementary Algorithm 3) presents important advantages in exploiting GPU and graph computing, as350

most of the heavy operations are matrix multiplications. A property of most of such matrix multiplications351

is that they do not change across algorithm iterations and have a recursive structure. Additionally, the352

Θ1 parameter and the normalization factor
�

�ATA
�

�

2
can be computed during initialization and stored. θ2,353

involving a sparse matrix multiplication, needs only to be updated once per frame, speeding up analysis.354

Crucially, we can implement each iteration in Supplementary Algorithm 3 as a layer in a Tensorflow [34]355

model. Similar to motion correction, this formulation has the great advantage of executing the computations356

on GPUs, and optimizing such execution on pre-computed computational graphs. As a result, the frame is357

passed directly from the motion correction Tensorflow layer through several layers implementing multiple358

iterations of the APGD algorithm (Fig. 1d). There is no transfer of data between GPU and CPU RAM359

memory, usually a severe bottleneck: the only information flow is transferring a frame at the input of motion360

correction and retrieving the denoised traces at the output (Supplementary Algorithm 1).361

Spike Extraction362

In the past, we have demonstrated that methods based on template matching yield good results on various363

datasets [21]. Here, we extend those results to the online case by implementing an optimized version364

of this spike extraction method for online processing. The algorithm we propose takes as an input a365
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template and some signal statistics pre-computed during an initialization phase, and implements efficient366

online operations (Supplementary Algorithm 4) for detrending, median subtraction, subthreshold estimation,367

template matching, and peak extraction. As a preprocessing step to compensate for photobleaching, FIOLA368

detrends the fluorescence traces using a DC blocker recursive filter [56] (coefficient R=0.995 by default).369

Subsequently, the subthreshold activity is estimated via a running median filter (window size 37.5ms by370

default) and peeled off from the trace. Template matching is obtained via cross-correlation [21] of the371

subthreshold-removed signal and the spike template computed during initialization. Finally, the threshold372

pre-computed during initialization is used to extract spikes from the cross-correlated trace. To compensate373

for the signal shrinkage induced by photobleaching, we periodically update the estimates for the median and374

threshold: the median of the past 25000 timepoints is updated every 5000 frames; the threshold value is375

proportional to the 95th percentile of the past 100 peak heights, and is updated every 5000 frames.376

For closed-loop experiments, it is important to consider any lags or delays between processing a frame and377

detecting a spike present in such frame. We have provided different versions of our algorithm operating at378

different lags. Standard FIOLA features a 11-frame lag (that is 27.5 ms for a movie of 400 Hz) and allocates379

14 frames for median filter (7 before and 6 after current frame), 2 frames for template matching, 1 frame380

for spike extraction and 1 frame to process the current image. A lag optimized (delay of 20 ms/8 frames)381

version of FIOLA (FIOLA20) uses a 13-frame median filter (8 before and 4 after current frame). Further382

optimization can be achieved by removing the template matching step (FIOLA15) and reduce the delay to383

15 ms (6 frames). As expected, there is a trade-off between reducing the lag and performance of FIOLA in384

detecting spikes.385

Initialization386

In the previous sections describing motion correction, source separation and spike extraction, we highlighted387

the necessity of pre-computing a set of initial inputs required for online processing. To perform such388

initialization, a batch of frames is captured and processed before running the online experiment, which389

comprises at least 1000-1500 frames (30-50s at 30Hz) for calcium imaging and at least 10000 frames for390

voltage imaging (25s at 400Hz). However, this number can be increased depending on the features of the391

imaged neurons and/or the experimental requirements. In what follows we detail how we extract from the392

initial batch of frames the parameters and inputs for the online phase.393

Motion correction. Our online motion correction algorithm (Supplementary Algorithm 2) requires as394

input a crisp version of the FOV that is used as a reference to register frames (template). We compute this395

template by running the motion correction algorithm NoRMCorre [22, 27]. One of NoRMCorre’s outputs is a396

denoised template. In our hands, this template worked well both for calcium and voltage imaging movies.397

Source Separation. Our algorithm for source separation requires as input the spatial footprints of neurons398

and the background (A and b from equation 2). For calcium imaging data, these matrices are obtained399

by initializing with CaImAn [35, 27]. For voltage imaging they are estimated by solving equation 1 via400

hierarchically alternating least square (HALS) initialized with binary masks [27]. HALS optimizes the401

separation of signals from different sources and increases the SNR of the fluorescence traces. Masks associated402

to each neuron can be obtained either by using Mask R-CNN [21] or by manual annotation.403

Spike Extraction. The voltage imaging online spike extraction algorithm requires as input an estimate of404

the spike template, threshold values, and basic statistics of the fluorescence signal. To initialize the algorithm405

we run a version of Supplementary Algorithm 4 that incorporates offline routines to estimate a spike template,406

statistics and thresholds (Supplementary Algorithm 5): (i) An adaptive algorithm (Supplementary Algorithm407

6) is employed to estimate a suitable threshold to detect spikes from the filtered traces; (ii) An empirical408

spike template is built by taking the median of the spike waveforms above such neuron-specific threshold; (iii)409

Template matching is obtained via cross-correlation [21] of subthreshold-removed signal and spike template;410

(iv) The adaptive threshold algorithm is reapplied on the cross-correlated trace to infer the threshold to be411

used for online spike inference.412
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Performance assessment413

We evaluated the FIOLA pipeline in terms of accuracy and computational performance in correcting for414

motion, separating sources, and extracting spikes (voltage imaging only).415

Motion correction416

We compared the correction shifts obtained from FIOLA to those from the state-of-the-art NoRMCorre’s417

rigid motion correction algorithm as implemented in CaImAn [22, 27]. To mimic an online scenario, both418

algorithms were initialized with the template obtained by computing the median image (across time) of419

the first half of the already motion-corrected movie, while they were evaluated on the second half of the420

uncorrected movie. This process was repeated using a crop (central 25% area of the movie) instead of the full421

field of view to estimate the shifts. For each movie, the absolute difference between the x and y pixel shifts422

obtained from our algorithm and from CaImAn were calculated to quantify how closely the two methods423

matched. Table 1 reports the features of the datasets employed for motion correction.424

Source separation425

FIOLA’s outputs for calcium and voltage imaging movies were compared against ground truth values obtained426

using a non-negative least-square state-of-the-art algorithm (Lawson-Hanson[38]) or CaImAn online [23].427

In both cases, initialization was run on approximately 50% of the total frames (range 912-1500 frames)428

for calcium imaging and on 10000 frames for voltage imaging. For calcium imaging data, CaImAn Online429

was used to initialize the spatial components, whereas we used manually generated binary masks refined430

with HALS for voltage imaging. The spatial components used to compare FIOLA and the Lawson-Hanson431

algorithm were exactly the same, since the goal was to estimate the performance of the nonnegative least432

square solver. On the other hand, to provide a realistic estimate of the performance of FIOLA in a real433

experiment, we compared its output with CaImAn online. In this second case, the spatial components of434

FIOLA are constant, while CaImAn online updates both the number and shape of the spatial components as435

it processes the movie. In all cases, the outputs of the different methods were compared using the Pearson’s436

correlation coefficient r. Table 2 reports the features of the datasets employed for the valuation of source437

separation performance.438

Spike extraction439

Simulations. Simulated voltage imaging datasets were generated based on the mouse neocortex layer 1440

neurons expressing Voltron. A detailed explanation of simulations can be found in [21]. For experiments441

with non-overlapping neurons, we generated 7 datasets with size 75000×100×100 (frames × width × height)442

including 50 non-overlapping neurons with different signal-to-noise properties (spike amplitudes 0.05, 0.075,443

0.1, 0.125, 0.15, 0.175 and 0.2). For overlapping cases, we generated 15 datasets (20000×100×100 pixels)444

and varying overlapping areas (0%, 6%, 19%, 26% and 35%), and SNR (spike amplitudes 0.075, 0.125 and445

0.175). Each dataset included 4 pairs of neurons (8 neurons), and only neurons belonging to the same pair446

overlapped (see Supplementary Fig. 3). We initialized with a batch of 10000 frames in both cases, and tested447

the performance of the online algorithm only based on the remaining frames.448

Datasets with simultaneous electrophysiology. We analyzed 19 voltage imaging datasets with simulta-449

neous electrophysiology (data sources [45, 21, 7]). Each dataset included an isolated neuron. The ground450

truth spike times were obtained by manually thresholding the electrophysiology trace. We initialized FIOLA451

with 20000 frames for most datasets, excepting the ones that were less than 40000 frames long, for which we452

used a batch of 15000 frames. To simulate the case of overlapping neurons we selected three of the 19 datasets453

with the same frame rate and similar quality and overlaid them. More in detail, we summed combinations of454

cell pairs with different degrees of overlap (0%, 10%, 25%, Fig. 5). For initialization, we used a batch of455

20000 frames. Table 3 reports the features of the datasets with simultaneous electrophysiology.456

Datasets with no ground truth. Finally, we processed three voltage imaging datasets with an ensemble457

of neurons recorded from mouse L1 Visual Cortex [7], Larval Zebrafish Tegmental area [7] and Mouse458

Hippocampus [9] respectively. A detailed explanation of these datasets can be found in [21]. We used a 10000459
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frames initialization batch for all three datasets. Table 4 reports the features of the real voltage imaging460

datasets.461

Metrics and comparisons.462

For datasets with ground truth (simulations and real data with simultaneous electrophysiology), spikes463

extracted from voltage imaging were compared to electrophysiology using a greedy matching algorithm [21].464

We measured the performance of the algorithm with precision/recall/F1 score [21]. For datasets with no465

ground truth, in order to compare two algorithms, we used a metric that provides a measure of signal to noise466

for fluorescence voltage imaging traces, the Spike-to-Noise-Ratio (SpNR, [21]). The underlying assumption is467

that better-performing algorithms enhance the difference between spike amplitude and noisy background.468

Using these metrics, We compared FIOLA performance in detecting spikes against VolPy [21], an469

offline processing pipeline for analyzing voltage imaging data. VolPy utilizes a modified version of the470

SpikePursuit [7] algorithm to denoise signals and extract spikes. Unless otherwise specified, in order to471

provide a fair performance comparison we fed the same binary manual masks to both FIOLA and VolPy for472

initialization. VolPy used the adaptive threshold method and the same set of parameters for spike extraction473

across all experiments, as described in [21].474

Timing performance475

The computational time required to carry out the FIOLA GPU analysis pipeline was assessed on an Alienware476

Auroroa R11 workstation, equipped with a GeForce RTX 3090 GPU (overall cost less than $5000). This477

workstation used an Intel Core i9-10900k CPU 3.70 GHz with 128GB of available RAM. The operating478

system used was Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS. We compared FIOLA against the performance of CaImAn. CaImAn479

was run on the same workstation. The motion correction and NNLS algorithms were first timed separately480

and then all together as a single GPU pipeline. The Tensorflow FIOLA model was fed either one frame at a481

time or in batches of 5, 50 or 100 frames. To estimate timing, we used a single movie, originally 512x512482

pixels, and obtained 564 neuron somata using CaImAn online. We simulated different fields of view (256x256,483

512x512, and 1024x1024) and numbers of neurons (100, 200 and 500) by resizing the FOV and by limiting484

the number of components passed to FIOLA. The absolute time was recorded once when the first frame or485

batch of frames was fed, then after the output was collected for said frame or batch. This was repeated for486

the length of each movie (1500 frames).487

Data Availability488

Voltage data with simultaneous electrophysiology can be found in [45] and [57]. Voltage data without ground489

truth can be found in [57]. Calcium data can be found in [27, 35, 41, 44].490

Code Availability491

• Code for FIOLA can be found in dropbox: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/auh4brj1oxt9pqd/AAD08492

btLKT1CqVLUKVzGE6NGa?dl=0493

• A google colab demo which allows users to quickly try the FIOLA pipeline can be found: https:494

//colab.research.google.com/drive/1yKoyi1Fz9bzNtOhrjuC8h12_WzWHYIvz?usp=sharing495
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